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ABSTRACT

For improving the search ability and performance of elementary multiple particle swarm optimizers, we, in this paper, propose
a series of multiple particle swarm optimizers with information sharing by introducing a special strategy,called multi-swarm
information sharing. The key idea, here, is to add a special confidence term into the updating rule of the particle’s velocity by
the best solution found out by the particle multi-swarm search. This is a new type approach for the technical development and
evolution of particle multi-swarm optimization itself. In order to confirm the effectiveness of the information sharing strategy
in the proposed particle multi-swarm search, several computer experiments of dealing with a suite of benchmark problems are
carried out. For investigating the performance and efficiency of these proposed methods, we compare their search ability and
performance, respectively. The obtained experimental results show that the proposed methods have better search ability and
performance than those methods without the strategy. And we still decide the best value of adding the new confidence coefficient
to the multi-swarm for dealing with the given optimization problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Particle swarm optimization (PSO), created by Kennedy and
Eberhart in 1995, is an important technique of stochastic
swarm search in the fields of swarm intelligence (SI) and
optimization.[1–4] Over the last two decades, a large number
of search methods of PSO have been widely developed and
applied in different fields of science, economy, engineering,
traffic, technology, communication, business, and applica-
tions to demonstrate its search ability and performance for
dealing with many complex optimization problems and real-
world problems.[5–11] The major success factor is that the
technique of PSO has three built-in features: (i) informa-
tion exchange; (ii) intrinsic memory; and (iii) directional
search, compared to other existing heuristic and evolutionary
techniques such as genetic algorithms (GA), evolutionary
programming (EP), evolution strategy (ES), and so on.[12–15]

Hence, this stochastic and collective search technique can

provide better search results with high-efficiency and high-
precision in dealing with various optimization problems.

Generally, the technical development and evolution of PSO
can be roughly divided into two trends in formation and
methodology. One is the use of a single particle swarm to
search, and the other is the use of multiple particle swarms
to search. Due to the latter having diversification, expres-
sion and efficiency to handle complex optimization problems,
these search methods of particle multi-swarm optimization
(PMSO, generally, PMSO is just a variant of PSO based on
the use of multiple particle swarms [include sub-swarms]
instead of a single particle swarm to search.) have been
receiving maximal attention among the community of re-
searchers and engineers.[16, 17] It is well-known that many
search methods, e.g., a kind of cooperative particle swarm
optimizers that are composed of multiple particle swarm op-
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timizers, and hence they still belong to the search methods
of PMSO.

In recent years, a lot of studies, reports, and investigations
on cooperative particle swarm optimizers that are considered
as multiple particle swarms (or sub-swarms) for getting a so-
lution and exchanging certain information during the search
process according to some communication strategies, in rela-
tion to symbiosis, swarm behavior, and synergy have become
popular.[18, 19] Needless to say, when comparing the search
ability and performance of particle multi-swarm and particle
single swarm, it is natural that the search performance of the
former is better than that of the latter besides computation
cost, if the configurations of their swarm entities are same,
and there are no other constraints. However, from the view-
point of technical development and evolution, there is room
for further research about multi-swarm intelligence and its
behavior.

For improving the search ability and performance of ele-
mentary multiple particle swarm optimizers, in this paper
we propose a series of multiple particle swarm optimizers
with information sharing by introducing a special strategy,
called multi-swarm information sharing.[20] In the concrete,
these proposed methods are multiple particle swarm optimiz-
ers with information sharing (MPSOIS), multiple particle
swarm optimizers with inertia weight with information shar-
ing (MPSOIWIS), multiple canonical particle swarm optimiz-
ers with information sharing (MCPSOIS), and hybrid particle
swarm optimizers with information sharing (HPSOIS, HP-
SOIS has the search characteristics of MPSOIS, MPSOIWIS,
and MCPSOIS, which is a firstly proposed search method in
the area of PMSO.), respectively.

This is a new type approach for the technical development
and evolution of PMSO itself. The key idea, here, is to add
the special confidence term into the updating rule of the
particle’s velocity by the best solution found out by the multi-
swarm search. Based on the improvement of confidence
term for the multi-swarm search, it is expected to acquire the
maximum of potential search ability and performance of the
four basic search methods of PMSO under the condition of
any adjunctive computation resource.

Specifically, there are three confidence terms in the four basic
search methods of PMSO, the detail description in Section
3, to update the particle’s velocity. They are the confidence
term for the particle, the confidence term for the swarm, and
the confidence term for the multi-swarm, respectively. Al-
though the third confidence term is not firstly used in the
area of PMSO, but each particle swarm of the multi-swarm is
independent to find out the best solution based on the multi-
swarm information sharing for the first time. Regarding this

point, there is the novelty, i.e. nothing likes the relation of
master-slave model,[21] in the multi-swarm construction and
information transmission.

To investigate the search ability and performance of the pro-
posed methods, we try to examine the search effect of every
search method with the strategy of multi-swarm information
sharing. Under this situation, the selection of positive or zero
or negative confidence terms for the multi-swarm to change
their search behaviors is possible. As a remarkable result,
the given value of the new confidence coefficient can bring
a qualitative change in the confidence relationship. More-
over, it is predicted that the strategy will greatly affect the
search process and final results for dealing with the given
optimization problems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
briefly introduces the three basic search methods of PSO.
Section 3 minutely describes the four basic search methods
and their characteristics of PMSO. Section 4 implements
several computer experiments and result analysis for investi-
gating the search ability and performance of these proposed
methods, and decides the best value of adding the new confi-
dence coefficient. Finally, the concluding remarks appear in
Section 5.

2. BASIC SEARCH METHODS OF PSO
Despite the fact that there are many search methods derived
from the technique of PSO, e.g., Combinatorial PSO,[22]

Fuzzy PSO,[23] Genetic PSO,[24] Niche PSO[25] etc., they
have all evolved and developed from the following three
basic search methods of PSO.[26]

For the sake of convenience to description for the three basic
search methods of PSO, which are the particle swarm opti-
mizer (the PSO),[1, 2] particle swarm optimizer with inertia
weight (PSOIW),[27, 28] and canonical particle swarm opti-
mizer (CPSO).[29, 30] Without losing generality, in this paper,
let the search space be N -dimensional, Ω ∈ <N , the number
of particles in each swarm be Y , the position (i.e. solution) of
the i-th particle be ~x i = (xi

1, xi
2, · · · , xi

N )T , and its velocity
(i.e. variation) be ~v i = (vi

1, vi
2, · · · , vi

N )T , respectively.

2.1 Mechanism of the PSO
The original particle swarm optimizer is proposed by
Kennedy & Eberhart. Here, the stochastic and collective
search method is referred to as the PSO. For beginning of
the PSO search, the position and velocity of the i-th particle
are generated at random, then the states of each particle is
updated as follows:

~x i
k+1 = ~x i

k + ~v i
k+1 (1)
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~v i
k+1 = w0~v i

k +w1~r1⊗(~p i
k−~x i

k)+w2~r2⊗(~qk−~x i
k) (2)

where w0 is an inertia weight, w1 is a confidence coefficient
for individual confidence, w2 is a confidence coefficient for
swarm confidence. ~r1, ~r2 ∈ <N are two random vectors in
which each element is uniformly distributed over the range
[0, 1], and the symbol ⊗ is an element-wise operator for vec-
tor multiplication. ~p i

k is the local best position of the i-th
particle up to now, and ~qk is the global best position among
the whole particle swarm.

In the original PSO, the inertia weight w0 = 1.0 and the
confidence coefficients w1 = w2 = 2.0 are used.[2] Since
w0 = 1.0 is set, the convergence of the PSO is not so good in
its search process. The PSO has the characteristics of global
search.

2.2 Mechanism of PSOIW
Due to overcome the convergence and improve search ability
and performance of the PSO, Shi & Eberhart modified the
updating rule of the particle’s velocity in Eq.(2) by constant
reduction of the inertia weight over time-step as follows:

~v i
k+1 = w(k)~v i

k +w1~r1⊗(~p i
k−~x i

k)+w2~r2⊗(~qk−~x i
k) (3)

where w(k) is a variable inertia weight that is linearly re-
duced from a starting value, ws, to a terminal value, we, with
the increment of time-step k given by

w(k) = ws + we − ws

K
k (4)

where K is the maximum number of time-step for PSOIW
search. In the original PSOIW, the boundary values are
adopted to ws = 0.9 and we = 0.4, respectively, and con-
fidence coefficients w1 = w2 = 2.0 are still used as in the
PSO. Since the linearly change of inertia weight from 0.9
to 0.4, PSOIW has the characteristics of asymptotical/local
search.

2.3 Mechanism of CPSO
For same purpose as the previous described in Section 2.2,
Clerc & Kennedy modified the updating rule as well for the
particle’s velocity in Eq.(2) by a constant inertia weight over
time-step as follows:

~v i
k+1 = Φ

(
~v i

k + w1~r1 ⊗ (~p i
k − ~x i

k)+w2~r2 ⊗ (~qk − ~x i
k)

)
(5)

where Φ is an inertia weight corresponding to w0. In the
original CPSO, Φ = w0 = 0.729, confidence coefficients
w1 = w2 = 2.05 are used.

It is clear that since the value of inertia weight of CPSO is
smaller than 1.0, the convergence of its search is guaran-
teed by compared with the PSO search.[31, 32] CPSO has the

characteristics of local search.

3. BASIC SEARCH METHODS AND CHARAC-
TERISTICS OF PMSO

Formally, there are a lot of search methods about PMSO.[17]

For understanding the formation and methodology of these
proposed methods, let us assume that the multi-swarm con-
sists of multiple single swarms. The corresponding three
kinds of particle swarm optimizers described in Section 2 can
be generated by construction and parallel computation.[33]

Therefore, these constructed particle multi-swarm optimizers,
i.e. multiple particle swarm optimizers (MPSO), multiple
particle swarm optimizers with inertia weight (MPSOIW),
multiple canonical particle swarm optimizers (MCPSO), and
hybrid particle swarm optimizers (HPSO, HPSO is a mixed
search method which has the search characteristics of the
PSO, PSOIW, and CPSO.) are easily acquired by program-
ming. However, there are two confidence terms in the Eqs.(2),
(3) and (5) to be used in their updating rule.

Generally, they are called as the elementary basic search
methods of PMSO which have the updating rule of the parti-
cle’s velocity.[34, 35]

3.1 Basic search methods of PMSO
For improving the search ability and performance of the
above described elementary multiple particle swarm optimiz-
ers, furthermore, we add the special confidence term into the
updating rule of the particle’s velocity by the best solution
found out by the multi-swarm search, respectively. This is a
part of preparation for PMSO deployment on the next founda-
tion. According to this extended procedure, as the four basic
search methods of PMSO, i.e. MPSOIS, MPSOIWIS, MCP-
SOIS, and HPSOIS can be constructed.[36] Consequently,
these basic search methods of PMSO augmented with the
strategy of multi-swarm information sharing are proposed.

3.1.1 Mechanism of MPSOIS
On basis of the above description of PMSO, as the mech-
anism of the proposed MPSOIS, the updating rule of each
particle’s velocity of the method is defined as follows:

~v i
k+1 = w0 ~v i

k +w1~r1⊗(~p i
k−~x i

k)+w2~r2⊗(~qk−~x i
k)

+w3~r3⊗(~sk−~x i
k) (6)

where ~sk is the best solution chosen from the best solution
set of the whole particle swarms, w3 is a new confidence
coefficient for the multi-swarm, and ~r3 is a random vector in
which each element is uniformly distributed over the range
[0, 1].
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3.1.2 Mechanism of MPSOIWIS
In same way as the mechanism of MPSOIS, the updating
rule of each particle’s velocity of the proposed MPSOIWIS
is defined as follows:

~v i
k+1 = z(k)~v i

k +w1~r1⊗(~p i
k−~x i

k)+w2~r2⊗(~qk−~x i
k)

+w3~r3⊗(~sk−~x i
k) (7)

Since Eq.(3) and Eq.(6) are alike in formulation, the descrip-
tion of the symbols in Eq.(7) is omitted.

3.1.3 Mechanism of MCPSOIS
Similar to the mechanism of MPSOIS, the updating rule of
each particle’s velocity of the proposed MCPSOIS is defined
as follows:

~v i
k+1 = Φ

(
~v i

k +w1~r1⊗(~p i
k−~x i

k)+w2~r2⊗(~qk−~x i
k)

+w3~r3⊗(~sk−~x i
k)

) (8)

Likewise, the description of the symbols in Eq.(8) is omitted.

3.1.4 Mechanism of HPSOIS
Based on the three basic particle swarm optimizers that are
described in Section 2, there are the three updating rule of

each particle’s velocity in the proposed HPSOIS. They are
given as Eqs.(6), (7) and (8).

Due to the mixed effect and performance in whole search pro-
cess, global search and asymptotical/local search are imple-
mented simultaneously for dealing with a given optimization
problem. It is obvious that HPSOIS has search characteris-
tics of the above-stated basic search methods, i.e. MPSOIS,
MPSOIWIS, and MCPSOIS.

3.2 Characteristics of PMSO
For indicating the image relation of the above described
search methods, Figure 1 simply shows the constitutional
concept of the proposed four basic search methods of PMSO.
It is clear that MPSOIS, MPSOIWIS, and MCPSOIS are
parallel computation with same search method, respectively.
However, HPSOIS is a mixed search method which is com-
posed of PSOIS, PSOIWIS and CPSOIS. So it has different
characteristics of the above search methods as a new basic
search method of PMSO.[36]

Figure 1. The constitutional concept of the proposed four basic search methods of PMSO

Specifically, under the situation of multi-swarm search, the
best solutions are obtained from every particle swarm. Then,
the most best solution can be determined from the set of these
best solutions. This most best solution is what we obtain from
the particle multi-swarm search. According to the updating
rule of conventional particle’s velocity of the multi-swarm,
we add the special confidence term for the multi-swarm into
the updating rules of the particle’s velocity to reinforce the
search ability and performance. It is clear that the added term
perfectly is in accordance with the fundamental construction
principle of PSO.

Figure 2 shows the search characteristics of the proposed
four basic search methods of PMSO with the variation of the

confidence coefficient w3 for a particle’s flying. We can see
that if w3 > 0, third confidence term plays a cooperative role
to update the particle’s velocity. In contrast with the former,
if w3 < 0, the confidence term plays an inhibitive role to
update the particle’s velocity.

Based on the selected value (i.e. positive or zero or negative)
of the confidence coefficient w3, totally different search fea-
tures and effects will occur. Especially, when w3 = 0, since
the third confidence term in these basic search methods be-
comes zero, it is same as the case, i.e. the basic search meth-
ods without information sharing. Therefore, these search
methods corresponding to the most basic search ones which
are MPSO, MPSOIW, MCPSO, and HPSO, respectively.
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Figure 2. The variation of the confidence coefficient w3 for a particle’s flying

Regarding the convergence of the above search methods,
it can be said that the MPSOIS has the characteristics of
global search, MPSOIWIS has the characteristics of asymp-
totical/local search, and MCPSOIS has the characteristics
of local search. With different search features, focusing on
the mixed effect of the three basic particle swarms, and cre-
ate HPSOIS that has higher search ability and diversity, so
it is expected to improve the potential search ability and
performance of PMSO to be maximum without additional
calculation resouce.

4. COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT
ANALYSIS

To investigate the search ability and performance of the pro-
posed methods, i.e. MPSOIS, MPSOIWIS, MCPSOIS, and
HPSOIS, several computer experiments are carried out for
dealing with a suite of benchmark problems. Table 1 shows
the selected four functions (include two unimodals and two
multimodals) of the given optimization problems.[37]

Table 1. A suite of benchmark problems for computer
experiments

To obtain the biggest value of the given functions for han-
dling these optimization problems, the criterion of the solu-
tion expressed by the following equation is used:

g∗(~x) = 1
1 + f∗(~x) (9)

where the symbol ∗ refers to Sp, Sc, Gr and Ra of the
respective problems.

By dealing with these given optimization problems, we
minutely investigate the basic characteristics and search per-
formance of these proposed methods. Table 2 gives the
selected values of the main parameters used in performing
the four basic search methods of PMSO.

Table 2. Main parameters for performing the proposed
search methods of PMSO

Computing environment and the used software in our experi-
ments are as follows:

DELL: OPTIPLEX 3020, Intel(R) core(TM) i5-4590, CPU
3.30GHz, RAM 8.0GB.

Mathematica: version 11.3.

4.1 Search process
For easy to observe the variation of search process of every
proposed method, the value of the confidence coefficient w3
is set at 1.0 or 0 or −1.0, respectively, we implement several
computer experiments to deal with the Rastragin problem
in 6D case. The investigation and analysis on the change in
the characterisitics of the four proposed methods are carried
out as follows.

4.1.1 Search process of MPSOIS
Figure 3 shows the obtained different search processes by
performing MPSOIS with adjusting the value of the confi-
dence coefficient w3 (Computing time is about 3.4 sec. to
each search for dealing with the given optimization prob-
lem.). The Best1 and Mean1 shown in Figure 3 refer to
the best solution and average solution obtained by the No.1
particle swarm. As the same way, Best2 and Mean2, Best3
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and Mean3 refer to the best solutions and average solutions
obtained by the No.2 and No.3 particle swarms, respectively.

It can be seen that when w3 = 1.0 is set, all of the three
particle swarms rapidly found out the best solution (i.e. fit-
ness value is 1.0 at the position). This effect is evidence that
plays a cooperative role. When w3 = 0 is set, regardless of
the best solution is found out by three particle swarms, their
convergence to the best solution is not so fast than that in
w3 = 1.0 case. This result shows the difference between MP-
SOIS and MPSO in search ability and performance. When
w3 = −1.0 is set, the three particle swarms yield different
solutions, and two particle swarms do not arrive at the best
solution contrary to the search results in Figure 3(a) and (b).
It is clear that the characteristics of search process, shown
in Figure 3(a), (b) and (c), are quite different with regard to
the variation of the confidence coefficient w3. Moreover, it is
suggested that the negative value is used in the information
sharing strategy.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. The search process for handling the Rastrigin
problem in D6 by performing MPSOIS. (a) w3 = 1.0 case,
(b) w3 = 0 case, (c) w3 = −1.0 case.

The variation of average solutions in Figure 3 shows that
MPSOIS has the characteristics of global search, which has
strong robustiousness to treat the variation of the confidence
coefficient w3 in the whole search process.

4.1.2 Search process of MPSOIWIS
Figure 4 shows the obtained different search processes by
performing MPSOIWIS with adjusting the value of the con-
fidence coefficient w3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. The search process for handling the Rastrigin
problem in D6 by performing MPSOIWIS. (a) w3 = 1.0
case, (b) w3 = 0 case, (c) w3 = −1.0 case.

It can be seen that all of the three particle swarms found out
the best solution (i.e. fitness value is 1.0 at the position) when
w3 = 1.0 is set. This effect is evidence that plays a coopera-
tive role. When w3 = 0 is set, the best solution is found out
by only one particle swarm, and its convergence to the best
solution is not so fast than that in w3 = 1.0 case. This result
shows the difference between MPSOIWIS and MPSOIW in
search ability and performance. When w3 = −1.0 is set,
the three particle swarms yield different solutions, and these
particle swarms do not arrive at the best solution contrary
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to the search results in Figure 4(a) and (b). This effect is
evidence that plays an inhibitive role.

It is clear that the search ability and performance of MP-
SOIWIS is lower than that of MPSOIS by comparison. The
variation of average solutions in Figure 4 shows that MPSOI-
WIS has the characteristics of asymptotical/local search in
the whole search process.

The obtained results represent that global search is better than
asymptotical/local search under the situation of multi-swarm
search.

4.1.3 Search process of MCPSOIS

Figure 5 shows the obtained different search processes by
performing MCPSOIS with adjusting the value of the confi-
dence coefficient w3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. The search process for handling the Rastrigin
problem in D6 by performing MCPSOIS. (a) w3 = 1.0 case,
(b) w3 = 0 case, (c) w3 = −1.0 case.

It can be seen that all of the three particle swarms found
out different solutions (i.e. their fitness values are not 1.0 at
the positions) when w3 = 1.0 is set. When w3 = 0 is set,
different solutions are found out by the particle swarms, their
fitness values are lower than that in w3 = 1.0 case. This
result shows the difference between MCPSOIS and MCPSO
in search ability and performance. When w3 = −1.0 is set,
the three particle swarms yield different solutions, and these
particle swarms do not arrive at the best solution contrary to
the search results in Figure 3(a).

It is clear that since the convergence of MCPSOIS is so
stronger, so the search method leads particle swarms search
and makes them to fall into local minimum. Generally, the
search ability and performance of MCPSOIS is lower than
that of MPSOIS and MPSOIWIS.

The variation of average solutions in Figure 5 shows that
MCPSOIS has the characteristics of local search in the whole
search process.

4.1.4 Search process of HPSOIS

Figure 6 shows the obtained different search processes by per-
forming HPSOIS with adjusting the value of the confidence
coefficient w3.

It can be seen that all of the three particle swarms found
out different solutions (i.e. their fitness values are not 1.0 at
the positions) when w3 = 1.0 is set. When w3 = 0 is set,
different solutions are found out by the particle swarms, their
fitness values are lower than that in w3 = 1.0 case. This
result shows the difference between MCPSOIS and MCPSO
in search ability and performance. When w3 = −1.0 is set,
the three particle swarms yield different solutions, and these
particle swarms do not arrive at the best solution contrary to
the search results in Figure 3(a).

It is clear that since the convergence of MCPSOIS is so
stronger, so the search method leads particle swarms search
and makes them to fall into local minimum. Generally, the
search ability and performance of MCPSOIS is lower than
that of MPSOIS and MPSOIWIS.

The variation of average solutions in Figure 5 shows that
MCPSOIS has the characteristics of local search in the whole
search process.

4.1.5 Search process of HPSOIS

Figure 6 shows the obtained different search processes by per-
forming HPSOIS with adjusting the value of the confidence
coefficient w3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. The search process for handling the Rastrigin
problem in D6 by performing HPSOIS. (a) w3 = 1.0 case,
(b) w3 = 0 case, (c) w3 = −1.0 case.

From Figure 6(a), it can be seen that all of the three particle
swarms found out the best solution (i.e. fitness value is 1.0
at the position) when w3 = 1.0 is set. This effect is evidence
that plays a cooperative role. When w3 = 0 is set, the best
solution is found out by two particle swarms, their fitness val-
ues arrive at 1.0. However, their behaviors are later than that
in w3 = 1.0 case. This result shows the difference between
HPSOIS and HPSO in search ability and performance. When
w3 = −1.0 is set, the three particle swarms yield different
solutions, and these particle swarms do not arrive at the best
solution contrary to the search results in Figure 6(a) or (b).
This effect is evidence that plays an inhibitive role.

The variation of average solutions in Figure 6 shows that
HPSOIS has the characteristics of global search and asymp-
totical/local search in the whole search process.

As the above observed experimental results, Figures 3∼6
clearly show that how about the search features and effect
of cooperative search behaviors of MPSOIS, MPSOIWIS,

MCPSOIS, and HPSOIS based on the special strategy of
multi-swarm information sharing. Therefore, the exploratory
behavior is controlled by the selected value of the confidence
coefficient w3. So the search ability and performance of the
proposed methods with adjusting the value of the confidence
coefficient w3 is further investigated quantitatively.

4.2 Search performance
We examine the search ability and performance of the pro-
posed methods by implementing a suite of benchmark prob-
lems in 6D and 10D cases for comparison and analysis. In
each computer experiment, the selected value of the con-
fidence coefficient w3 is changed from -1.0 to 1.0 for the
observation on search results.

Under the same computational conditions given in Table 2,
the experimental results (i.e. the average of the best solutions
obtained by performing every search method 10 times) are
obtained for dealing with the given benchmark problems in
6D and D10 cases with performing MPSOIS, MPSOIWIS,
and HPSOIS, respectively. Because MCPSOIS is decline in
search ability and performance shown in Figure 5, here, we
do not continue to check up its experimental results in the
following.

Observing these experimental results shown in Figure 7, the
search ability and performance of performing MPSOIS (M1),
MPSOIWIS (M2), and HPSOIS (Mx) can be summarized as
follows:

(1) For handling the Sphere problem, it turns out that all
of the proposed methods have succeeded in obtaining
the best solution, irrespective of adjusting the value of
the confidence coefficient w3.

(2) For handling the Schwefel problem, it turns out that
the result of each proposed method against the ob-
tained the best solution almost irrespective of adjusting
the value of the confidence coefficient w3.

(3) For handling the Griewank problem, it turns out that
the performance of each proposed method nearly in-
creases with raising the value of the confidence coeffi-
cient w3. Towards the end of search process, it shows
a slightly decreasing tendency.

(4) For handling the Rastrigin problem, it is found that
the fitness value gradually increases with adjusting
the value of the confidence coefficient w3. When w3
exceeds a certain value, the fitness value of performing
MPSOIWIS starts to decrease except for the MPSOIS
and HPSOIS.
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Due to the above results of elementary investigation, the
search of MPSOIWIS is hardly affected by the variation of
the confidence coefficient w3. The search ability and perfor-
mance for handling the multimodal problems are found out
to be a non-monotone increasing unlike the search feature of
handling unimodal problems.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. The search results on the average 10 times for
dealing with the proposed methods in 6D case. (a) MPSOIS
(M1), (b) MPSOIWIS (M2), (c) HPSOIS (Mx).

Based on verifying these obtained experimental results, un-
der the same implementing conditions, several experiments
are carried out for dealing with the given benchmark prob-
lems in 10D case to confirmation. The obtained experimental
results are shown in Figure 8.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. The search results on the average 10 times for
dealing with the proposed methods in 10D case. (a)
MPSOIS (M1), (b) MPSOIWIS (M2), (c) HPSOIS (Mx).

By comparing the search ability and performance of the three
methods that are shown in Figures 7 and 8, the following
findings can be summed up as follows.

First, the experimental results of performing MPSOIS and
HPSOIS in 6D and 10D cases are basically same besides the
result of MPSOIS in 10D case. Both of them do not show
any change in search performance with the variation of the
confidence coefficient w3, i.e. their fitness values are always
1.0. Second, with the value of the confidence coefficient w3
increases, the search performance of each proposed method
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also increases. However, when w3 approaches 1.0, the search
performance of MPSOIWIS massively decrease. Third, for
dealing with the Schwefel problem, the search performance
of all the proposed methods are not monotonous increasing.
Especially, large oscillation of the search performance can
be seen at w3 < 0 case. Fourth, the search performance mas-
sively decrease with the increase of dimensions for handling
the Rastrigin problem by using MPSOIWIS.

According to the above search comparison and analysis, the
effectiveness of information sharing and the search ability
and performance of the proposed methods can be confirmed.
It is clearly shown that the effect of cooperative and inhibitive
roles with the variation of the confidence coefficient w3. And
an appropriate value of it is set case by case for enhancing
the search ability and performance of the proposed methods.

4.3 Coefficient decision
As a new type approach of PMSO, how to determine the ap-
propriate value of the confidence coefficient w3 for efficiently
solving the given optimization problems is an important task.

In order to confirm the most effectiveness of the proposed
MPSOIS, MPSOIWIS, and HPSOIS, many computer ex-
periments were carried out for observing the change of the
obtained results in Section 4.2. Here, Figure 9 shows the
curves of the average values obtained from each measure-
ment curves shown in Figures 7 and 8. From the results
shown in Figure 9, it can be seen that the curves of these
fluctuations are single peaks in 6D case and 10D case, re-
spectively.

Figure 9. The curves of the average search results of each
measurement value in 6D case and 10D case. ZD06MZ and
ZD10MZ refer to the search results obtained in 6D case and
10D case, respectively.

The confidence coefficient w3 corresponding to this peak
value is found out to be approximately 0.5. Thus, to effi-
ciently handle these given optimization problems by using

the basic search methods of PMSO, the value of the confi-
dence coefficient w3 should be set at 0.5.

With the change of the confidence coefficient w3, the curve
of the fitness in 10D case is generally lower than that of the
fitness in 6D case. This is because of that the given optimiza-
tion problems are complicated with dimensional increment.

4.4 Result comparison

To analyze and compare the obtained experimental results,
furthermore, we compare these results that are before and
after the introduction of the confidence term to the multi-
swarm search, and how much cooperative or inhibitive effect
are achieved by performing the proposed methods.

Here, as the estimation indexs to the obtained experimental
data, the maximum cooperative effect (MCE) and maxi-
mum inhibitive effect (MIE) are defined as follows:

MCE =
fmax − fw3=0

fmax − fmin

(10)

MIE =
fw3=0 − fmin

fmax − fmin

(11)

where fmax and fmin are the obtained maximum value and
minimum value of the obtained fitness, respectively. And
fw3=0 is the obtained value of the used fitness at w3 = 0
case, i.e. the search results of the existing search methods
that are MPSO, MPSOIW and HPSO. Note that these maxi-
mum and minimum of the fitness values are not obtained at
w3 = 1.0 or w3 = −1.0 cases.

Table 3. Search performance of the proposed methods for
dealing with the given benchmark problems in 6D case

In Table 3, the symbol “–” means that since the values of
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fmax and fmin are the same, the value of MCE and MIE

can be not calculated.

Table 3 gives the calculating results of MCE and MIE in
D6 case for dealing with the given benchmark problems. It is
obvious that the performance effectiveness of the proposed
methods have been increased by maximizing the potential
search ability of the basic search methods of PMSO them-
selves. Regardless of the used methods, it is found that
MCE and MIE greatly fluctuate depending on the diffi-
culty level of the given benchmark problems, and both of
them have not an asymmetrical relationship.

Table 4. Search performance of the proposed methods for
dealing with the given benchmark problems in 10D case

Table 4 gives the calculating results of the MCE and MIE

in 10D case for dealing with the given benchmark problems.
By comparing both of the numerical results, we can confirm
that the inhibitive effect in 10D case is higher than that in 6D
case. Moreover, it is found that more the complicated prob-
lem is, the higher the search ability of the proposed methods
is. And, this means that the search ability and performance of
the proposed methods (MPSOIS, MPSOIWIS, and HPSOIS)
are greatly improved than that of the existing ones (MPSO,
MPSOIW, and HPSO).

5. CONCLUSION
How to effectively utilize the obtained search information
and share it to adjust particles’ velocities has become a sig-
nificant research topic in the area of PMSO. Concurrently,
this is useful way to handle complex optimization problems

with low-cost and simplicity in computation.

For improving the search ability and performance of the ele-
mentary multiple particle swarm optimizers, in this paper we
presented the special strategy of multi-swarm information
sharing to PMSO. And based on the special strategy, we
proposed the four basic search methods that are multiple par-
ticle swarm optimizers with information sharing (MPSOIS),
multiple particle swarm optimizers with inertia weight with
information sharing (MPSOIWIS), multiple canonical parti-
cle swarm optimizers with information sharing (MCPSOIS),
and hybrid particle swarm optimizers with information shar-
ing (HPSOIS), respectively. They are made up of the four
basic search methods of PMSO. Especially, HPSOIS is a
mixed method which has the search characteristics of the
PSOIS, PSOIWIS, and CPSOIS. The existence of this search
method gives the concept of a new configuration, and obtains
better search results in our computer experiments.

Due to inspect the search ability and performance of the
proposed methods, several computer experiments were car-
ried out to deal with the given suite of benchmark problems.
According to the obtained findings, we confirmed the better
performance effect and search characteristics of these meth-
ods even for dealing with multimodal optimization problems.
Among them, the search ability and performance of MPSOIS
and HPSOIS are better than that of others in our experimental
results.

For the sake of the reason, search characteristics of multiple
particle swarm optimizers with information sharing plays an
important role. Even more the obtained experimental results
show that the proposed methods have better search ability
and performance than those methods without the strategy of
multi-swarm information sharing. And based on the obtained
experimental results, the confidence coefficient w3 should be
set at 0.5 for efficiently dealing with the given optimization
problems.

Owing to advantage of the excellent search capabilities of
the proposed methods, MPSOIS and HPSOIS, furthermore,
we are planning to develop a new type approach of intelli-
gent PMSO (called IPMSO) by introducing some judgment
strategies for dealing with data mining, pattern classification,
system identification, multi-objective optimization problems
as well as practical problems in the real-world.
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